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Abstract
This investigation adjusted the lesson study (LS) model for the initial teacher education aiming to
examine its effect in the development of the pre-service teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge
(PCK) namely, both their knowledge and understanding on how to transform a science topic to
make it more understandable for the students. The LS topic was the speed of sound that is taught
in the 8th grade. The PCK construct was evaluated, as well as and in terms of both PCK-topic
specific knowledge and PCK-pedagogical knowledge. The participants on this investigation were
three pre-service teachers. The data were collected through video recording of LS sessions. The
qualitative data collection was combined with quantitative and qualitative analysis procedures.
The results showed that the LS promoted an improvement on pre-service teachers’ PCK as well as
in most of the aspects of both PCK-topic specific knowledge and PCK-pedagogical knowledge.
PCK’s aspect’ ‘Strategies for pupil self-evaluation’ has not improved satisfactorily. These findings
suggest that LS should be carried out during the training programs of the science PSTs.
Keywords: pedagogical content knowledge, pre-service teachers’ training, professional
development, lesson study, science teacher education, speed of sound

INTRODUCTION
High-quality education is crucial to provide young
people with the required knowledge, attitudes and
practices towards the Sustainable Development
covering the three dimensions - economic, social, and
environmental - set out in the United Nations
Sustainable Development Agenda 2030. Students’
learning is influenced by teachers’ knowledge and
performance in the classroom (National Commission on
Teaching & America’s Future, 1996). Thus, teachers need
a robust and continuously renewed professional
knowledge to be able to deal with the challenges that
emerge in the classroom. Then it is important to
stimulate the teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge
(PCK) since their initial training (Baumert et al. 2010;
Kind, 2009, 2017; Nilsson & Loughran, 2012).
Teachers use PCK as a tool to make a topic more
understandable, relevant, and captivating to the
students (Grossman, 2010; Shulman, 1986). Teachers
reveal PCK for a given topic when they are able to
engage learners, with diverse interests and abilities, by

relating the topic concepts with others, using different
topic’s representations or adapting the teaching
approach (Shulman, 1986). However, the PCK might be
somehow tacit (Korthagen & Kessels, 1999) or hidden
(Baxter & Lederman, 1999) thus, being difficult to collect
evidences of this knowledge during the teacher
professional activities (Schön, 1983). Loughran, Mulhall
and Berry (2004) proposed a tool to capture and portray
the science teachers’ PCK.
Although, there is not yet a consensual
conceptualization of the PCK among the scientific
community (e.g., Gess-Newsome et al, 2019; Kind, 2017;
Kind & Chan, 2019; Liepertz & Borowski, 2018) it is
widely accepted that it includes the content knowledge
(CK) and pedagogical knowledge (PK) (Gess-Newsome
et al., 2019; Loughran et al., 2004; Shulman, 1986).
The literature survey shows that the PCK involves
planning a well-crafted lesson and its improvement
based on students’ performance after being
implemented. The PCK is personal as well as specific for
a given topic and a target group of students regarding
their grade and social context (Carlson & Daehler, 2019;
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Contribution to the literature
•
•
•
•

Lesson study in the initial training improved the PCK of the pre-service teachers
Pre-service teachers’ PCK-TSK improved significantly and PCK-PK, in general, also improved when they
were involved in a lesson study
Lesson study shows potentialities to be used in the initial teacher education
This research increments the knowledge on the pre-service teachers’ PCK through lesson study

Gess-Newsome, 2015; Lederman & Gess-Newsome,
1992). These teachers’ practices are pertinent during the
initial teacher training since they provide opportunity
for pre-service teachers (PSTs) both to apply what they
have formally learned in the university and to reflect on
the teaching-related experiences (section PCK in initial
teacher education) (e.g., van Driel & Berry, 2012).
However, PSTs need guidance towards a deeper
understanding about students’ ideas, as well as
promotion of discussions about student results and
possible reasons behind students’ difficulties (Käpylä et
al., 2009). Moreover, PSTs tend to value the teachercentred approach and prefer to promote students work
individually solving closed tasks (Uşak, 2009).
Since, the lesson study (LS) is a student-centred
teacher professional development model typically used
for in-service training (Fujii, 2016; Stigler & Hiebert,
1999), if adjusted to the initial teacher education it is
potentially effective to develop PSTs pedagogical
approaches including student-centred lesson plans and
tasks (Juhji & Nuangchalerm, 2020).
The present investigation aims to evaluate the effect
of the LS in the development of PSTs’ PCK on the speed
of sound, at 8th grade. More specifically the research
questions (RQ) are:
RQ1: Which is the effect of the LS - adjusted for the
initial teacher education - in the development
of the PCK on the speed of sound at 8th grade
for each PST?
RQ2: Which are the changes in the PCK on the speed
of sound for each PST?

RESEARCH SCOPE
PCK in Initial Teacher Education
The literature survey shows that teachers’ PCK has a
positive effect on the instructional quality and on the
student progress (e.g., Baumer at al., 2010; Coe et al.,
2014). Thus, it is important to stimulate the PCK since the
initial teacher training (Kind, 2017; Sorge at al., 2017). It
is generally accepted among researchers the importance
of the classroom practices to evolve PSTs’ PCK (e.g.,
Gess-Newsome, 2015; Grossman, 2010) including, the
discussion of the teaching strategies to help students to
overcome their learning difficulties (de Jong & van Driel,
2004; Nilsson & Karlsson, 2019).
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In addition, there is a strongly held expectation that
the initial training is an opportunity for PSTs to model
their teaching practice by cooperating teachers’ (CT)
observation (e.g., Clarke et al., 2014). In this way, CT
offers PSTs (i) with important images of the teaching
practice (Seperson & Joyce, 1971), (ii) practical
knowledge that is rather new to PSTs, namely the CTs’
personal teaching theories, and (iii) theory - practice
integration (Zanting et al., 1998). The CT’s role is more
effective if he jointly plans, teaches, and analyses lessons
with the PSTs as well as when the CT explicit their
thinking and reflections about their own teaching during
discussions with the PSTs (Zanting et al., 1998). A
research performed with pre-service chemistry teachers
also corroborated these results by revealing that the
experienced teachers expanded PSTs descriptions about
students’ difficulties and misconceptions as well as
enriched their knowledge of instructional strategies
(Van Driel et al., 2002).
As the PCK is a key variable in quality teaching and
as has already been mentioned it might be somewhat
tacit or hidden (section Introduction), its assessment is
important for both teacher education researchers and
teacher educators. This required to model this construct
into structuring components. This investigation adopted
the two components, PCK-content knowledge and PCKpedagogical knowledge, identified by Gess-Newsome et
al. (2019) as follows:
1. PCK-content knowledge, henceforward named
PCK-topic specific knowledge (PCK-TSK), refers
to the accurate knowledge of the scientific
concepts to make a topic more understandable to
the students, including Nature of Science (NOS)
and the use of representations
2. PCK-pedagogical knowledge (PCK-PK) refers to
the understanding of:
• How students’ prior conceptions determine
the instructional decisions
• The relationship between the adopted teaching
strategies and the students learning
• Implications of the teaching strategies based
on students results
• Strategies’ identification to promote student
examination of their own learning
Sawada et al. (2002) and Loughran et al. (2004, 2012)
proposed tools to evaluate PCK-TSK and PCK-PK.
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Sawada et al. (2002) designed and validated an
instrument containing 25 items to evaluate mathematics
and sciences teaching practices. This instrument was
based on the recommendations and standards
promulgated
by
professional
societies
of
mathematicians, scientist, and educators. Loughran et al.
(2004, 2012) developed a tool for accessing science
teachers’ PCK. This tool transforms the tacit knowledge
into explicit forms of evaluating science teachers’
understanding of specific aspects of the PCK.
Lesson Study for Developing PCK
The goal of the LS is to improve the teaching of a
specific topic based on the students learning and
reasoning, typically, implemented with a small group of
teachers (Fujii, 2016; Stigler & Hiebert, 1999). The LS
model was developed in Japan based on its schoolwork
cultures and teacher professionalism but has already
been adjusted for other cultural contexts and it has been
mainly used in the long-life teacher training (e.g.,
Coenders & Verhoef, 2019; Huang & Shimizu, 2016; Lim
et al., 2016; Perry & Lewis, 2009). However, its
application to the initial teacher education had a
growing interest by the scientific community in the last
decade (e.g., Larssen et al., 2018; Ni Shuilleabhain &
Bjuland, 2019) revealing promising results (e.g., Marble,
2007; Munthe et al., 2016). Research studies on the
applicability of the LS during the initial teacher
education needs to be better understood. The LS might
comprise cycles that in turn encompasses phases
namely, the 1st cycle includes the lesson planning, the
Research Lesson and the Lesson Reflection whereas the
following cycles include an improved Research Lesson
and the Lesson Reflection phases. The relative relevance
of the LS phases is non-consensual. Hart et al. (2011)
viewed the planning phase as the most challenging.
Akerson et al. (2017) stated the reflection phase as the
responsible for enhancing PSTs’ PCK. Whereas, Nilsson
(2008) and van Driel et al. (2002) found the actual
classroom teaching, as the fundamental source for
developing PSTs’ PCK, although this conclusion was not
achieved within the scope of a LS.
Furthermore, is not consensual among researchers
and scholars, the number of cycles that a LS should
comprises. Fujii (2014, 2016, 2018) interrogates the
pitfalls of emphasizing re-teaching in a LS
implementation. Indeed, this investigation (Fujii, 2014)
considers that the purpose of the LS is not to achieve a
perfect lesson plan. Instead, the LS goal is to gain new
knowledge for teaching and learning. In fact, Takahshi
and McDowel (2016) also identified, in the literature,
some misunderstanding concerning the LS purpose as a
process to obtain a perfect lesson plan.
Besides this controversy, the research studies on the
applicability of the LS during the initial teacher
education seem to encourage the implementation of
more than one cycle, in this context (e.g., Akerson et al.,

2017; Can, 2019; Danday, 2019; Jain & Brown, 2020;
Juhler, 2016; Marble, 2007). In this scope, Akerson et al.
(2017) used a case study approach focused on the
Research Lessons and post Reflections phases of the LS
to investigate the PCK improvement of the PSTs to teach
the NOS, at the primary level. The authors concluded
that although the PSTs were not able yet to include NOS
connections within their own lessons, after their
participation in the LS they were able to provide
feedback to their peers regarding how to include NOS in
their Research Lessons. Whereas, Juhler (2016) assessed
the effect, and the success, of the lesson planning phase
of the LS combined with a Content Representation tool
to start developing PSTs’ PCK. The author also
concluded that PSTs became more focus on students’
difficulties and misconception as well as on students’
preferences or assessment, rather than on students’
behaviour. Can (2019) also used a case study approach
to investigate PCK improvement of three PSTs on the
topic heat and temperature. In his investigation, the
lesson plan consisted on a Content Representation tool
prepared by the PSTs and improved just before the
Research Lessons. The researcher concluded that the
PCK ‘knowledge of curriculum’, ‘knowledge of
students’ and ‘knowledge of instructional strategies’
significantly improved, but not the ‘science teaching
orientations’, nor the ‘knowledge of assessment’.
This research contributed to deeper the knowledge of
PCK of PSTs in two senses:
• from the science educators’ perspective since it
highlights the feasibility of including the lesson
study in the initial teacher programs;
• from the researchers’ perspective since it concurs
to increment the academic knowledge on the PCK
development using lesson study in initial teacher
education.

METHODOLOGY
Participants’ Characterization
The participants of this investigation were three
science PSTs, Identified in this paper as PST1, PST2, and
PST3. The PSTs have an undergraduate degree (3 years)
in chemistry. By the time this investigation was
performed, all participants were students enrolled in the
first year of their teacher preparation programme
(duration of two years in total). The PSTs identities are
not revealed since they are not relevant for the
conclusions of the study.
The PST1 (42 years old) taught in a private school
(less than two years), whereas, both PST2 and PST3, (35
and 34 years old, respectively), had some experience as
students’ tutoring in private study centers. The
participants were recruited to participate in this
investigation on a voluntary basis by the university
science teacher educator who was also involved in this
3 / 15
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Table 1. Organization of the lesson study (Conceição et al., 2019)
LS’s Cycles
Description of the sessions’ content
Cycle 1 (ten
Exploratory study (Sessions 1-6)
sessions)
1. Identification of the content topic (i.e., speed of sound) and how this is explored in the curriculum,
reference documents and textbooks.
Student conceptions about the content topic (analysis of scientific articles)
2. Discussion of the level of challenge and openness of tasks in IBSE (the nature of tasks)
3. Completion of different tasks on various content topics, focusing on learning objectives, possible
student reasoning and difficulties. Discussion of everyday contexts
4. Completion of different tasks on various content topics. focusing on learning objectives, possible
student reasoning and difficulties. Discussion of everyday contexts (conclusion)
5. Development of the diagnostic task on the concepts of distance, time interval and speed
6. Analysis of the students’ results in the diagnostic task. Identification of the students’ learning progress
and difficulties. Analysis of the transcription of a lesson in three stages (Introduction the task,
students’ autonomous work and collective discussion/synthesis) and of the communication promoted
by the teacher in the classroom during these stages (questioning and collective discussion)
Lesson Planning (Sessions 7-8)
7. Completion of a set of tasks in IBSE on the topic. Discussion of contexts. learning objectives, possible
reasoning and difficulties of the students. Development of the research lesson task (i.e., topic task) and
context selection. Focusing on the IBSE, the task allows students to interpret and represent
information, to build and use problem-solving strategies, to explain a phenomenon, to make
predictions, to generalise and to communicate the results to the class. The inquiry task is applied in a
45 minute lesson. Students work in groups and are encouraged to solve the task autonomously. The
task context is the thunderstorm phenomenon
8. Development of the research lesson plan based on previous work
Research Lesson 1
9. PSTs’ observed the Research Lesson and filled in the lesson observation guide
Lesson Reflection 1
10. PSTs analysed students’ performance and reasoning and discussion of strategies to improve student
learning. PSTs supported their analysis in the students written productions (task solved), the filled in
observation guides. videotapes of the Research Lesson. Thereafter, the PSTs improved the lesson plan
and the students’ task as well as adjusted the observation guide to be used in the next cycle
Cycle 2 (two
sessions)

Research Lesson 2
11. PSTs’ observed the improved Research Lesson 1 taught to another class and filled in the unproved
observation guide
Lesson Reflection 2
12. PSTs analysed the implication of the improved lesson plan and task in the students’ performance
(using the same sources used in Reflection 1)

investigation. This university science teacher educator
offers the science teacher trainee and certification. The
CT provided the information about the 8th grade
students involved in LS. PSTs already knew from the
previous semester the CT also as cooperating teacher of
their initial training process (i.e., not in the scope of this
investigation).
The previous syllabus of the program on science
teaching provided to the PSTs the PCK construct.
Design and Conduction of the Lesson Study
The topic of the LS conducted in the presented
investigation was the speed of sound, included in the
syllabus of the discipline of physics and chemistry
offered at grade 8 (ages between 14-15 years old). There
is a concern that materialistic thinking—meaning the
tendency to attribute a set of matter-like properties to
non-matter concepts—is one of the central barriers that
students face in the journey toward understanding the
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sound concept (Eshach et al., 2017). Indeed, materialistic
thinking occupies a central place in the nonscientific
“naïve thinking” with which students enter into
scientific instruction, and that it is a barrier students
need to overcome in the process of conceptual change
(Eshach & Schwartz, 2006).
The LS comprised two cycles organized as described
in Table 1 (also depicted in Figure 1), of which the 1st
cycle encompasses 10 sessions and the 2nd cycle, two
sessions. Thus, in total the LS comprised 12 sessions
lasting for 2h30m each except the two Research Lessons
that lasted 45 minutes each and that took place at the
school where the CT works. The 1st cycle comprised the
‘Exploratory Study’ (sessions 1 to 6), the ‘Lesson
Planning’ (sessions 7 and 8), the ‘Research Lesson 1’
(session 9) and the ‘Lesson Reflection 1’ (session 10). The
2nd cycle consisted only in the ‘Research Lesson 2’
(session 11) and ‘Lesson Reflection 2’ (session 12). The
content of each session is summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Cycles and sessions of the lesson study as well as data source to evaluate previous Pedagogical Content
Knowledge (PCK-pre) and post Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK-pos) for each pre-service teacher

During this investigation, three researchers
participated in the LS, of which one is a science
education expert. The science educator presented the LS
theory and supported PSTs’ learning throughout the
Exploratory Study of the LS (sessions 1 – 6, Table 1). This
support was guided through an inquiry based strategies.
PSTs’ learning was also supported on inquiry approach
by the other two researchers.
▪ Taking into consideration the beneficial role of a
CT in the PSTs education (as previously
mentioned, section PCK in initial teacher
education), the LS integrated a CT with previous
background as CT and with twenty years of
experience as science teacher. The CT taught the
Research Lessons (sessions 9 and 11, Table 1).
Throughout the LS, the CT and the PSTs
expressed their own thinking on the teaching of
the topic and on students’ learning, as well as how
to improve students’ results and why. All
researchers collected the data through field notes
in all LS sessions. They also supported PSTs
analyse of the students’ responses on the task they
performed during the research lessons, namely
conjecturing what might was behind the students’
difficulties. In the LS sessions, the PSTs played the
role of students and were the first to intervene in
the group.
Data Collection
The data was collected through video recording of all
sessions and participating observation by two of the
authors of the present paper. To collect the data, two of

the authors of the present manuscript used a form
consisting of the 25 subcategories proposed by Sawada
and colleagues (2002), adjusted to the nature of the
activities in which the PSTs were involved in the
research. For example, since the PSTs did not teach the
research lessons the question included in the Sawada’s
instrument “students were involved in the
communication of their ideas using a variety of means
and media”, was adjusted to: “in the planning of
research lessons and reflection sessions, event are
created for students to engage in communicating their
ideas using a variety of means and media”. During the
sessions, two of the authors used the form to collect the
data. This data consisted in segments of text related to
the subject of each subcategory of the form. Thus,
immediately after each session, the two authors
completed together the information that each of them
gathered to collect. In addition, all sessions were
videotaped (27 hours in total) and, then, transcribed.
These transcripts were also used to complete the prefilled form. This procedure was repeated for all sessions
of the LS.
The research study consisted of evaluating the effect
of the LS on PCK on the speed of sound of each PST.
Thus, the LS is the intervention that might (or not) have
impact on PCK of the PSTs. The answer to the RQs
required the comparison between the PSTs’ PCK before
and after the LS intervention. However, before the LS,
the PSTs had no enough knowledge to elaborate a
detailed lesson plan and an inquiry task based learning
with multiple representations for the students. As such,
the present investigation adopted the first six sessions of
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the LS to explore the dimensions of the lesson plan
proposed by Robak et al. (2006) and inquiry tasks that
teacher may use in the classroom, as well as to collect
data after this Exploratory Study (Table 1). Thus, in this
investigation, the PCK of the PSTs’ before participating
in the LS, designated hereafter as PCK-pre, was
evaluated using the data collect from sessions 1 to 6,
whereas the PCK of the PSTs after the LS intervention,
designated hereafter as PCK-pos, was evaluated from
data collected during sessions 7 to 12. Figure 1
systematises the LS organization in terms of cycles and
sessions (detailed in Table 1) as well as the sessions that
were the data source to determine the PCK-pre and PCKpos, for each PST.
Data Analysis
The qualitative data collection was combined with
quantitative and qualitative analysis procedures
(Creswell, 2002). The qualitative approach comprised

the construction of the codification matrix (detailed
below) and the data codification, which are the primary
results. The primary results were then analysed
qualitatively and quantified in a qualitative ordinal
scale, which are the secondary results. The secondary
results were analysed statistically to answer RQ1 and
transformed to answer RQ2. The methodology of the
data analysis is schematically represented in the
Graphical Abstract.
Codification matrix
The codification matrix for the data analysis was
designed adopting as categories (Table 2) the seven
aspects of the both PCK-TSK and PCK-PK components
proposed by Gess-Newsome and colleagues (section
PCK in initial teacher education). In addition, the 25
subcategories proposed by Sawada and colleagues
(section PCK in initial teacher education) were
successively reformulated until being adjusted to the

Table 2. Codification matrix of Pedagogical Content Knowledge – Topic Specific Knowledge (PCK-TSK) and of Pedagogical
Content Knowledge –Pedagogical Knowledge (PCK-PK)
Coding categories
Coding subcategories
PCKA1 Depth, breadth, and accuracy 1. Core concepts in the teaching the topic
TSK
of topic knowledge
2. Variables that support the core concepts for teaching of the topic
3. Syllabus in the teaching of the topic
A2 Connection with the nature of 4. Students’ own methods of solving the task/problems
science (NOS)
5. Intellectual rigor, constructive criticism and challenging ideas in the
topic’s learning
6. Students interpret data
A3 Fluency with multiple modes 7. Elements of abstraction/representations
of representation
8. Connection with real world phenomenon with the topic teaching
PCK-PK B1 Understanding how students’ 9. Students’ previous conceptions
prior conceptions determine the
10. Students’ previous ideas that might determine the progress of the
instructional decisions
lesson
B2 Rational linking teaching
11. Students build a shared knowledge
strategies to student learning
12. Students’ learning autonomy
13. Students’ communication (making presentation, brainstorming,
critiquing, listening)
14. Divergent modes of students’ thinking
15. Students’ work between and among students
16. Students’ contributions that might determine the classroom
communication
17. Respect for what others had to say
18. Motivation of the students in the learning process
19. Patient with students’ divergent ideas (is not the same thing as
tolerating unwanted student behavior or unexpected)
20. Teacher is a resource person, working to support and enhance student
learning. The metaphor “guide on the side” is in accord with this item
B3 Implications of teaching
21. Students’ results in the use of representations or elements of abstraction
strategies based on students’
and implication in the teaching of the topic
results
22. Students’ results with real world phenomena and implication in the
teaching of the topic
23. Students’ results about formulating conjectures/hypotheses before
collecting data and calculations and implication in the teaching of the topic
24. Students’ difficulties in the interpretation of the questions of the task
and implications
B4 Strategies to promote students’ 25. Students evaluate their own learning
examination of their own learning
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Table 3. Rationale to quantify the Units of Analysis of the coding subcategory ‘1. Core concepts in the teaching the topic’
Scores Rationale
0
The data do not reveal evidences that the PST knows “what” core science ideas/concepts are important to teach
the topic to a specific group of students
1
The data reveal an evidence that the PST knows “what” core science ideas/concepts are important to teach the
topic to a specific group of students. This knowledge was designated as “factual PCK”
2
If data reveal evidences (i.e., two or more) of “factual PCK”
3
The data reveal evidences that the PST knows “how” to transform the core science ideas/concepts of the topic
to become more understandable and captivating to a target group of the students. This knowledge was
designated as “procedural PCK”
4
The data reveal evidences that the PST knows “why” the core science ideas/concepts are important for the topic
teaching for a group of students. This knowledge was designated as “conditional PCK”

nature of the activities in which PSTs were involved
during the LS (section Lesson Study for developing
PCK). The subcategories were then clustered in the
corresponding categories using a qualitative (deductive)
method and codified from 1 to 25, as presented in Table
2.
Mixed data analysis
After the transcription, the data were analysed and
segmented according to the 25 subcategories, using a
content analysis method (Krippendorff, 1980). The Unit
of Analysis was the segment of text containing an
evidence of PCK of a given PST. The Units of Analysis
that were difficult to code were discussed by two of the
researchers (authors). If no consensus was reached,
Units of Analysis were re-segmented or neglected.
Thereafter, the Units of Analysis were qualitatively
analyzed according to Loughran’s et al. (2004) approach
to disentangle the PCK factual (what), procedural (how),
and conditional (why). The quantification of the Units of
Analysis – secondary results - was expressed in a
qualitative ordinal scale from 0 to 4 following the
rationale exemplified for the coding subcategory ‘1, Core
concepts in the teaching the topic’ in Table 3.
The PCK consists of 25 items, i.e., 25 subcategories
(Table 2). Each subcategory is scored on a scale of 0 to 4
points, as already mentioned. The median PCK-pre and
PCK-pos values were computed for each of the PST. The
median of the PCK-pre and PCK-pro for each PST’s was
calculated as follows:
• The scores assigned to the 25 subcategories, for
each PST, were sorted in ascending order
• Since n=25 is odd, the median corresponds to the
score value at position (n+1)/2, i.e., in this case, to
the value at position 13.
The PCK-pre and PCK-pos, for each PST, were used
to answer to Research Question 1 (RQ1).
As proposed elsewhere (Gess-Newsome et al., 2019)
in order to mitigate possible biased analysis, the Units of
Analysis were scored by two participant observers.
Accordingly, one of the participant observers scored all
the Units of Analysis, and another scored 25% of them,
randomly selected from all subcategories. Since the

inter-rater reliability achieved was 0.80 the required
accuracy was assured (Cohen, 1960).
Quantitative approach to answer Research Question 1
The approach of quantitative data analysis to answer
RQ1 consisted of the statistical treatment of the
secondary results namely, PCK-pre and PCK-pos. In
concrete, the effect that the lesson study (adjusted for
initial teacher education) had on each PST in teaching the
speed of sound was assessed through 25 subcategories
related with PCK in that were evaluated before and after
the lesson study to compute PCK-pre and PCK – pos,
respectively (Figure 1). The median values of the score
obtained by each PST in the 25 items before and after of
the LS intervention were analysed globally by a
descriptive statistical treatment.
Qualitative approach to answer Research Question 2
The evaluation on the changes in the PCK on the
speed of sound for each PST (RQ2) required identifying
changes in PCK-pre and PCK-pos in each category (A13 and B1-4, in Table 2). As such, to evaluate the changes
in PCK for each category, it was determined, and
analysed, the median of the secondary results for the
corresponding subcategories before and after of the LS
intervention.

RESULTS
Answer to the Research Question 1
This investigation aimed to examine the effect of the
LS in the development of the PCK of PSTs on the speed
of sound to 8th grade students (RQ1). Table 4
summarizes the results of the median of the PCK-pre
and PCK-pos for each PST, determined as referred in
section Data analysis methodology.
All PSTs exhibited a PCK-pre of 2 whereas the PCK
pos was 4, for PST1 and 3, for both PST2 and PST3
indicting that the PCK of the PSTs on the speed of sound
at 8th grade in a specific classroom context, and with
lessons lectured by the CT improved (section Design and
conduction of the lesson study).
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Table 4. Median of previous Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK-pre) and post Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCKpos), i.e., PCK before and after the lesson study implementation, for each pre-service teacher (PST)
PCK-pre (median)
PCK-pos (median)
PST1
2
4
PST2
2
3
PST3
2
3
Table 5. Examples of results scored for previous Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK-pre) and post Pedagogical Content
Knowledge (PCK-pos), i.e., PCK before and after the lesson study implementation
Examples of results scored for PCK-pre and PCK-pos
“Core
PCK-pre: We realized that the students
PCK-pos: Now, after observing the students I realize that this
concepts for knew to calculate the distance and the
topic is more complex than I considered. Changing from the
teaching and time interval of the speed of a ball. Thus, context of a ball to the context of sound involves a high degree
learning the I assumed that it would be easy for them of students’ abstraction. This is not easy, not easy at all. Thus, I
topic”
to apply for the context of the sound…
ended up by agreeing that the concepts that the students
that is only a ratio, that’s all (PST1, video already knew about distance, time interval and speed were a
recording)
good starting point to understand the concepts of the topic
(PST1, video recording).
Interpretation: The score in terms of PCK- Interpretation: Our score in terms of PCK-pos was 4 (conditional
pre was 2 (factual knowledge) (Table 3) knowledge) (Table 3). In fact, PST1 knows that the concepts of
because PST1 revealed not knowing how the topic are increasingly more meaningful as they become
to do with the core concepts of the topic, integrally related to and constitutive of other concepts. The
since the context of sound is much more speed of sound showed to be a challenging topic for the
complex to explore than the context of a students, since understanding the concepts, speed of the
macroscopic object such as a ball.
sound, distance between the source and receptor and time
interval of the sound propagation require a highly level of
abstraction because they cannot see the sound, as PST1 noticed.
“Connection PCK-pre: I agree that a ball or other
PCK-pos: This is the fact of the students not seeing the sound. It
with real
macroscopic object are good phenomena is like in chemistry: they do not see molecules or the atoms. In
world
because students can see them and are
case a ball was easier because they saw the ball to move over
phenomenon examples of their everyday life. But how time and they were able to realize what is the speed of a ball.
with the topic are we going to explore the phenomena Whereas, this do not happen with the sound because they
teaching”
for students to learn the speed of sound, cannot see the sound. (...) I think the proposal to use the ball
I don’t know! (PST3, video recording)
phenomenon at the beginning of the teaching of topic was a
good strategy. I continued to use this strategy (PST3, video
recording)
Interpretation: Because the result reveals Interpretation: In fact as recognized by PST3, the speed of sound
examples that can be the phenomenon to through the air was a challenging topic because students
explore the speed of sound, i.e., a ball
cannot see the molecules of the air, and then is difficult to
and other macroscopic objects, the PST3’ conceive its propagation. The score in terms of PCK-pos for
knowledge was designated as “factual
PST3 was 3 (procedural knowledge) (Table 3). PST3 knows
PCK” and scored with 2 (Table 3).
“how” to connect the real world phenomenon with the topic
teaching.

These results support the answer to the RQ1 of this
investigation i.e., the LS actually contributes to the
overall improvement of PCK of the PSTs. This means
that before the LS the PSTs’ PCK-pre on the speed of
sound, to 8th graders, was factual (median = 2 for each
PST) whereas after the LS, the PCK-pos(median)
increased to values 3 (for PST2 and PST3) and 4 (for
PST1) revealing a procedural or conditional PCK-pos in
many of the situations addressed in the LS. As such, the
LS contributed to the PSTs’ PCK improvement.

Answer to the Research Question 2

Table 5 presents some video recordings’ extracts of
results scored for PCK-pre and PCK-pos according the
rationale in Table 3.

PCK-TSK aspects
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The answer to the RQ2, i.e., which are the changes in
the PCK on the speed of sound for each PST, required
the comparative analysis of the median of the distinct
aspects of both the PCK-TSK and PCK-PK (as presented
in the column 2 of Table 2), before and after the LS. Table
6 presents the PCK-TSK and PCK-PK values, together
with schematic representation, for each aspect, before
and after the LS.

Table 6 shows that for the three aspects of PCK-TSK
(A1-3), of each PST, the median values were 2, before the
LS intervention, and, 3 or 4 after that. This means that
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Table 5 (continued). Examples of results scored for previous Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK-pre) and post
Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK-pos), i.e., PCK before and after the lesson study implementation
Examples of results scored for PCK-pre and PCK-pos
“Students’
PCK-pre: The previous students’
PCK-pos: I consider that the strategy of starting from what
previous
conceptions of the speed of sound are the students already know about the distance, time interval and
conceptions” sound propagation, the vibrations of the speed of a ball was useful. And it was from his understanding
corpuscles, and the distance traveled by of these concepts that we develop the task of the research
sound (PST2, video recording)
lesson and the lesson plan. (…). The concept of speed is
difficult for students in grade 8. For me, this is the most
difficult concept and the one that should be emphasized in
teaching the speed of sound (PST2, video recording).
Interpretation: Because the example above Interpretation: This example above reveals evidences that PST2
reveals evidence that PST2 knows that
already knows that students’ prior knowledge of speed should
students’ previous understanding about receive special attention from the teacher, as students have
distance is important for the teaching the difficulty understanding the speed of sound. PST2 knows
topic, PST2’ knowledge was designated “how” the students’ previous conceptions should be included
as “factual PCK” and scored with 1
in instructional decisions, this knowledge was designated as
(Table 3).
“procedural PCK” and scored with 3 (Table 3).
Table 6. Examples of results scored for previous Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK-pre) and post Pedagogical Content
Knowledge (PCK-pos), i.e., PCK before and after the lesson study implementation
Aspects
PST1
PST2
PST3
Pre
Pos
Pre
Pos
Pre
Pos
PCKA1 Depth, breadth, and accuracy
2
2a
4c
3b
2
3
TSK
of the topic knowledge
(median)
A2 Connections with NOS

A3 Fluency with multiple modes
of representation
PCK-PK B1 Understanding how students’
(median) prior conceptions determine the
instructional decisions
B2 Rational linking teaching
strategies to student learning
(including classroom
management)
B3 Implications of teaching
strategies based students’ results
B4 Strategies to promote students
examination of their own learning

2

4

2

3

2

3

2

4

2

4

2

4

1

4

1

4

1

4

2

4

1

3

2

3

3

4

2

4

2

4

2

3

1

2

2

2

Note.
a

Median ≤ 2

– Factual PCK

b

Median = 3

– Procedural PCK

c

Median = 4

– Conditional PCK

before to the intervention, the three PSTs’ had factual
knowledge to help a group of 8th grade students to
understand the topic regarding: Depth, breadth, and
accuracy of the topic knowledge (A1), Connections with
NOS (A2), and Fluency with multiple modes of
representation (A3). Whereas, after the LS, the three

PSTs’ already exhibited procedural or conditional
knowledge for the three aspects of PCK-TSK. For
example, regarding:
1. Depth, breadth, and accuracy of the topic
knowledge (A1), before the LS, the PSTs did not have an
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integrated knowledge of the core concepts of the topic
yet (median value = 2 for each PSTs). Whereas after the
LS, they already showed ‘how to’ use the topic variables
(distance, time interval and speed) to anchor the topic
concepts (distance, time interval and speed, of the sound
propagation) (median values = 3 or 4)
2. Connections with NOS (A2), before the LS, the
PSTs did not know how to include NOS elements in the
lesson plan (e.g., PSTS did not elaborate open questions
to promote students’ own methods of solving the task)
(median value = 2 for each PSTs). Whereas after the LS,
PSTs already suggested a challenging graph for students
to use without the teacher support (median values = 3 or
4)
3. Fluency with multiple modes of representation
(A3), before the LS, the PSTs did not know how to
explore the topic concepts with a real world
phenomenon that corresponds to a factual knowledge
(median value = 2 for each PSTs). Whereas after the LS,
PSTs already revealed to understand why it is important
to use real world phenomena in teaching of the topic
(median value = 4 for each PSTs)
As such, the LS contributed to the PSTs’ PCK-TSK
improvement on the speed of sound at 8th grade in a
specific classroom context for all the aspects of the PCKTSK.
PCK-PK aspects
Table 6 shows that, the median values of the PCK-PK
of each PST for the aspects, B1-3, before the LS
intervention, were 1, 2 or 3. Whereas, after that, the
median values became 3 or 4. It means, before the LS
intervention, the three PSTs’ exhibited a PCK-PK factual
or procedural on Understanding how students’ prior
conceptions determine the instructional decisions (B1),
on Rational linking teaching strategies to student
learning (including classroom management) (B2) and on
Implications of teaching strategies based students’
results (B3). Whereas, after the LS intervention the PSTs’
PCK-PK improved to procedural or conditional in the
three first aspects of the PCK-PK.
Regarding the PCK-PK’ aspect Strategies to promote
students examination of their own learning (B4), before
the LS intervention, the median value was 2, for PST1,
whereas after that, the median value became 3. It means,
before the intervention, the PST1’ exhibited a PCK-PK
factual to promote students examination of their
learning, whereas after the intervention his knowledge
improved to procedural. Concerning the PST2 and PST3,
the PCK-PK in the last aspect (i.e., B4) their knowledge
remained factual even after the LS intervention (median
values 1 or 2, before the interventions, and 2 after that).
For example, regarding:
1. Understanding how students’ prior conceptions
impact the instructional decisions (B1), before the LS
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intervention, based on the students’ prior knowledge,
the PSTs’ revealed not know how to use students’
previous conceptions in the lesson planning (median
value = 1 for each PSTs). Whereas, after the LS, all the
PSTs included students’ backgrounds and experience in
their teaching strategies and revealed that they
understood why it is important. Thus, PSTs developed a
conditional knowledge (median value = 4 for each PSTs)
2. Rational linking teaching strategies to student
learning (including classroom management) (B2), before
the LS intervention, although one of PSTs’ main concerns
was to promote rich and creative interactions in the
classroom, all PSTs revealed not know how to
implement it. As such, PSTs revealed factual knowledge
(median values = 1 or 2). Whereas after the intervention,
the three PSTs valued group work in the classroom and
demonstrated to understand the importance of students
sharing and negotiating ideas while they learn which
means that all PSTs developed procedural or conditional
knowledge (median values = 3 or 4)
3. Implications of teaching strategies based students’
results (B3), before the LS intervention, the three PSTs
choose an appealing real world phenomenon to explore
the concepts of the topic meaning that the PSTs had a
factual or procedural knowledge (median values = 2 or
3). Whereas, after the intervention, the PSTs reflected on
the students’ difficulties while they learned the topic
with a real-world phenomenon, namely the
thunderstorm, to recognize that this phenomenon was
too complex for their target students to learn the speed
of sound. As such, the PSTs’ PCK-PK developed
conditional knowledge (median = 4 for each PST)
4. Strategies to promote students examination of
their own learning (B4), was the only aspect of the PCKPK that not all the PSTs revealed an improvement.
Namely, the PST1 evolved, from before to after the LS
intervention, from identifying students’ self-assessment
strategies to know how to promote it in educational
settings. However, PST1 did not reveal to understand
why this is useful. Thus, this change suggests that PST1
improves from factual knowledge (mean value = 2) to
procedural (mean value = 3) but did not achieve a deeper
knowledge. While, both PST2 and PST3, although
recognizing the benefits of the students’ self-assess, PSTs
were not able to incorporate this strategy neither in
lesson planning nor in the student’s task. Thus, both
PSTs remained with factual knowledge.
From the above, it is concluded that the LS
intervention contributed to improve the PCK-PK, of the
PSTs, on the speed of sound to 8th graders in a specific
classroom context. The exception was on Strategies to
promote students examination of their own learning,
since two PSTs (PST2 and PST3) remained with a median
values = 2 due to the LS intervention.
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DISCUSSION
As already referred, this research aimed to examine
the effect of the LS - adjusted for the initial teacher
education - in the development of the PSTs’ PCK on a
science topic. To pursue this aim two Research Questions
were considered (section Introduction).
Regarding the RQ1, results revealed (Table 4), that
PSTs’ participation in the LS improved their PCK on the
speed of sound. These results are in good agreement
with the research conducted by Juhler (2016) and Can
(2019) using LS in the initial PSTs training. In concrete,
Juhler also found that the lesson planning in LS can
stimulates the development of the PSTs’ PCK, in which
it was considered to include three of the four
components (Knowledge of science curriculum,
Knowledge of pupils’ understanding of science, and
Knowledge of instructional strategies) that the present
paper also assumes as PCK’s components. Can (2019)
also concluded that the following three components of
PCK of the PSTs Knowledge of science curriculum,
Knowledge on students’ understanding of specific
science topics, and Knowledge of instructional strategies
for teaching science, significantly improved after a LS.
These components were also assumed to be part of the
PCK in this investigation.
In the scope of the RQ2, as referred before, it was
evaluated the changes on the specific aspects of the PCKTSK and PCK-PK (section Answer to the RQ2). The PCKTSK results revealed (Table 6) that the PSTs improved
their knowledge of how to proceed or why in the
teaching of the speed of sound on Depth, breadth, and
accuracy of the topic knowledge (median = 2 for each
PSTs, before the LS, and 3 or 4, after the LS), Connections
with NOS (median = 2 for each PSTs, before the LS, and
3 or 4, after the LS), and Fluency with multiple modes of
representation (median = 2 for each PSTs, before the LS,
and 4, after the LS). However, for both aspects Depth,
breadth, and accuracy of the topic knowledge and
Connections with NOS, two of the PSTs (PST2 and PST3)
did not reach the understanding of the importance of
including both aspects in the teaching of the topic (since
they only reached a median value of 3 after the LS). It is
the authors’ conviction that both PST2 and PST3 would
need additional training namely to reinforce a more
robust understanding of the importance of to work some
variables (e.g., distance, time interval) and math
operations (e.g., the division between two variables) in
the teaching of the topic, as well as the importance of
including elements of NOS in their teaching practice.
On the latter argument, Akerson et al. (2017) also
found that although the PSTs in LS have given good
suggestions about how to teach the NOS, at the primary
level, they were not able to apply their suggestions in the
classroom. These results obtained by Akerson et al.
(2017) reveal the PSTs’ difficulty to include NOS into
their teaching practice in convergence with those

obtained in the present investigation since two of the
PSTs (PST2 and PST3, Table 6) also revealed not know
the reason (why) to include NOS in the topic teaching
after the LS (median=3). Therefore, reinforced attention
should be paid to this knowledge during the
implementation of the LS in an initial teacher training.
Actually, the LS design to the initial training (e.g.,
number of sessions in the planning phase, duration of
each session, number of LS cycles), structure of the
sessions (e.g., materials), as well as the role of educators
to support PSTs’ learning is still scarce.
The PCK-PK results revealed (Table 6) that as a
consequence of the lesson plan design, the observation
of its enactment, in the Research Lesson, by an
experienced CT, and subsequent reflection on the
implications of teaching strategies supported in the
students’ results, the PSTs improved their knowledge of
how to proceed or why on the strategies of teaching the
speed of sound. In particular, in relation to the
Understanding how students’ prior conceptions
determine the instructional decisions, Rational linking
teaching strategies to student learning, and Implications
of teaching strategies based on students’ results.
These results converge with those obtained by
Nilsson and Loughran (2012) that also concluded that
the PSTs’ observation of classes and followed by
reflection stimulate teachers to understand students’
difficulties, as well as to identify the relationship of these
difficulties with teaching strategies. In fact, students’
outcomes and classroom situations provide insights to
further enlighten new actions, thus representing
leverage points to the PSTs’ PCK-PK growth, as obtained
in this research and proposed elsewhere (e.g., Carlson &
Daehler, 2019; Gess-Newsome, 2015).
As it is already mentioned, regarding the PSTs’ PCKPK concerning the Strategies to promote students’ selfevaluation aspect, the results revealed (Table 6)
unsatisfactory improvement. Can (2019) concluded that
PSTs’ PCK on Assessment in science did not improve
significantly, after the LS, namely on what and why to
assess. These results are somehow convergent with what
was found in this investigation since PST2 and PST3
revealed not know how to implement strategies to
students’ self-evaluation, and none of the three PSTs
knew why this strategy is important to teach the topic.
As such, these results seem to show that the PSTs need a
specific support during the LS intervention to stimulate
their knowledge on how students might become active
participants in the process of teaching and learning, and
why. Particularly, why to involve students’
understanding of how they are learning, what they are
learning and when they need more information, as
suggested by the National Research Council (2001).
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